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ABSTRACT 

The main aim of undertaking this research was to find out role of computer in 

the banking system or the impact of automation (computer) in the banking sector. 

Also to develop a function using MS-EXCEL which could be used effectively, to 

calculate the payments for a loan based on constant payment and constant interest 

rate. 

It is likely that some people want to know whether computer has impact in the 

banking system or not. From the analysis of the data being collected during the 

research work it appears that computer in the banking system has bring a positive 

impact in the banking services. Computers also improved management in the system. 

Therefore, today with computer into our banking system, the activities of 

banking has been simplified and speed-up the operations. Therefore computer served 

as an important tool in the banking operations. 

With this, the researcher therefore recommended the use of computer into our 

banking system both at the local level to the National level, in short worldwide. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

ln a society that is increasingly movlI1g to varus heavy 'reliance on automated 

handling of information, computer systems arc bounu to be very important. 

Prior to industrialization, over 80% of the labour were involved in the use or computer 

has become appreciably popular in recent years in Nigeria and the world at large, 

Companies, banks, industries individual and functional heads of many establishments 

have introduce computer programming and analysis to consolidate their activi ti es. 

The acceptance and usage of computers, become very important tools for 

efliciency, improvement and task execution. Computers are becoming widely use in an 

illcreasing number of applications and this growth is taking place at sllch a rate that in 

this next decade very few institutions will be unaffected by computerization, At present 

there are computers in the world used in many different ways, 

Computers in bank plays an important rule luI' casy access to customers accounts, 

it also provides room for easy creation, lllainLl.:nancc, processing and rapid updating of 

their information. The role of the computer in the banks docs not stop there, it moves and 

touch the most sensitive aspect of customer accoullt/information which is the security 

aspect. In a bank where computers are well -implemented access to their facilities is only 

poss ible to those being authorized by the managemL:l1L Therefore computers in the banks 

can surges an emergency trcatments procedure or customcrs. 

Therefore in the present days, the use or computer can hardly be over emphasized 

on every human endeavor. If any meaningful achievement is to be recorded in terms of 

efriciency and effcctivencss. The requirement or rcliJble informat ion and data for 



administrative plan, monitory and evaluation of banking system, therefore the use of 

computer in processing, storage and retrieval or information (as an output), for 

preventive, curative and reliability banking services to thc populace,is inevitable. 

If one looks at the most prominent reactions to computers in our society from the 

"do not paid, staple, or mutilate" protest signs to the excitement generated by 

computerized space capsules the 1110st appropriate title for a discussion of the social 

implication of computers tcchnology might appcars to be computers: curse or blessing? 

Computers has exci ted the pu bl ic i magi nation and has generated both grc:1t Icars and 

great hopes. If has becomes a symbol for :111 that is good and all that is evil in modern 

society. 

1.1 GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF SUBJECT AREA. 

The name Gamji is derived from Savannah tree characterized by might not and 

protective shade of leaves which speed over in on umbrelb like manner akin to a English 

ow tree. Thus providing protection to all beneath it. 

Gamji bank Nigeria pl.c , was established and incorporated in 198 I. it however 

become freely operational in 1983. The bank area registered as Sokoto State cooperation 

bank with an authorized sh::m:: capital ofNI0,000,000, out of""hich N 3,000,000, actually 

paid in 1981. As a result of expansion with direct position of management, the banks 

changed its name to Gal11ji bank as a commercial banking 1987. Gamji bank has:'> main 

bjectives just like any other commercial bank in the country. Firstly providing financial 
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assistance In from of Jaws to indiger OllS persons, institutions and Sokoto. state 

government for medium and short time. 

Secondly it was also established to extend banking services and habits to rural 

areas thus it is an important step to engender not only spread of banking habits in the 

bank ing density of the country. It is also fashioned to enhance development of rural areas 

and hence, stem roots influx into urban areas. 

Thirdly to perform and conduct other commercial banking business in line with 

country's banking requirements. It also empowered by the management to assist 

indigenous business within its area of jurisdiction in identifying visible project. 

Since 1989, an ambitious computerization programme was adopted. Lagos branch 

an Area office has been computerized since then ordered Sokoto main and Sakata market 

branch is now been computerized. 

Towards the end of the second quarter of 1998 (i .e sep 1998) the branch market 

changed the name from Gamji bank pic to International Trust pic. The International Trust 

bank Sakata pic was located along kana road, ncar bank of the north pic. 

ITB is a well-structured bank. with a well-defined information tcc}mology. 

Computerized system. The Intermltional Trust bank is an active pal1icipant in the treasury 

operation of the money market ensuring that her various customers receives the best 

returns on their deposits. The International Trust bank pIc, Sokoto is maImed by the 

following persOlmel: 

I 
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The Branch Manager 

The branch manager is the most is the most senior official, he is ah rays an 

experience banker, versatile in banking operations, generally and credit analyzing and 

appraised in particular. 

The Accountant 

The accountant is responsible [or the day to day organisation and administration 

of the bank. His area of responsibility is restricted to the bank operations and the 

acconnting side of the bank. Thus his main responsibility is to ensure the smooth and 

efficient running of the bank 

Other Officials 

Other officials of the bank include officers who report to the accountant. These 

officers' sign vouchers before they are referred to the accountant or the manager to sign, 

ascertaining the genuineness and correctness of the entries on the vOllchers. There 

also a cashier who receives and payout funds to the customers, account clerks, 

sengers, drivers, cleaners and security to the manager. They are all under the 

. n of the accountant to the bank. 
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1.2 The Significant of the research work 

The significant of any research work is to find out the general changes and 

improvement computers bring in the banking industries. And to show the general 

importance of using computers in our banking system to the manager, stuffs and 

customers of the bank. 

Computers in banking industries bring about greater efficiency, effectiveness and 

wide utilization of banking system which design to provide services for the 

establishment, maintenance and promotions of the banking services of a given population 

and global conm1Unity. These services include bank policy development of strategies, 

planing and development, management of bank services and programmes by the 

manager, determination of cost and resources needs and utilisation to ensure optimum 

quality banking services. 

Another significance of the research is to bring more hl0wledgc on how banking 

services can be simplified. Also computer in the banking system, bring about greater 

efficiency, effectiveness and fast method of storing and retrieval of customer information. 

Computers in the banking industries reduce the tedious work usually involved manual 

methods of processing records. 

The importance of computer 111 the banking industries is to bring about the 

emergency of banking procedure, put an end to the era of mechanical and laborious 

banking which whispers to the mind of the people the impossibility that can be solved by 

the computers. 
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In general computers generate speed, accuracy, efficiency and effectiveness and 

greater utilization of banking system to the local banks that have no computers as a tool. 

Specifically the low level banking policy dcvelopment to ensure optimum quality 

banki ng services. 

Another importance of the research work is to bring the mind of bank personnel to 

appreciate the various roles played by computers in the business system. 

1.3 Objective of the res arch work 

The objective of the research project is to deal with how a computer contributes in 

their capacity to their attainment in the banking sectors. This can be done or achieved 

thro ugh the use of modern technology i.e. computer system to: 

(i) Show the areas used by the computers in solving the problems associated with the 

banking industry. 

(ii) To analyzed and highlight on how computer help managers and bank staffs 111 

rocessing, retrieval and maintenance of the customers informJ tion/records. 

iii) To analyzed the implication of computerization in banks with regards to 

replacement of manpower with computer technology. 

(iv) To show merits and demerit of computerization in the banking sectors. 

v) To provide a more comprehensive and detailed reports of the various activities 

involved in the banking system. 

vi) The objective of this research work is to fi nd a possible solution that will solve 

some of the problems in research questions . As the project also intends to show 

how computer contributes to the efficiency and accuracy in banking sector by the 

modem technology- computer banking products. 
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Finally from the analysis of the area of study, to the local banks the importance of 

the computer in the banking system. 

1.4 Research questions 

In this research project, we will be able to answer some questions regarding the 

problems that are militating the uses of computer in the banking sector, because some 

people regard computer as an unfriendly agents of distraction and bring about 

unemployment to other people. So for that it must have some disadvantages. Some of the 

research questions are: 

(i) What are the areas used by the computer in solving the problem of banking sector 

ii) Is there any implication of computerization in the banks? 

iii) What are the general problems of using computers in the banking industries? 

iv) Can computer help management in the bank? 

v) What is the frequency of the activity performance? 

vi) What performance controls are used? 

vii) How are the problems been detected? 

iii) How problems are handle? 

. x) Is the calculation of interest to customers on either their credit balance or their 

loan advance can be done with the used of computer? 

) For secmity purpose is it possible to have the customer and the staffs information 

of the bank be stored in a computer? 

5 Problem Analysis 

With the current development eiTorts all over the world, computers are playing a lot 

roles. Defore examining a possible integration system, it is necessary to consider the 
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reason why there has been little involvcmcnt by the industries, banks and in palticular, 

the professions in the used of computers. Inevitably, many of these systems where badly 

operated and this gives rise to all the stories and jokes and criticism, which were eagerly 

tolel in order to reinforce already established resistance. 

Looking at various angle of the world today, the rate of which computers are now 

dominating business world is something that should be recognized and conscious about, 

but in some corner of the world too it is not encouraging to usc it as a reliable tool. For 

example traditional banking services limited to loaning, accepting deposits and 

controlling or handling documentary bills for collection instead of calculating the interest 

of the deposit, balance, salary net pay of staffs 

Apalt from the rigorous procedure, people had to contend with bank customers in 

some localities were naturally made to spend several hours in the congested banking hall 

in the process of either depositing cash or cashing their cheques or other trans;Jetion due 

to the eongections in the banking hall. This makes it necessary to provide facilities, which 

will reduce or alleviate the waiting time of the computer. 

"-

There is also the problem of inadequate manpower, problem of communication, for 

instance in the developed countries were the internet is playing its role, a branch bank can 

communicate with the main branch at far distance place when the problem arises. Either 

on accounting part or within the bank premises, lack of inefficiency, ineffectiveness and 

problems of transportation. 

However the emergence of computer in banking products, put an end to the era of 

mechanical and laboritcs banking. This is to prove :ll1d show the need for computer in the 

anking industries. 
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1.6 Scope of the Research Work 

This project will cover the area of how funds can be transfer locally through the 

bank cheques, and bank payment, and clearing areas through bank draft, mail transfer or 

telegraphic transfer. 

Storage of customer's particulars and net salary of staffs through progranune 

munications, this can be informed in stat ment accounts sent to the cllstomers 

ly. 

Office administration, calculation of interest of customers on either their credit 

,vu,u,,,,,,, or their loan advances, cross checking the customer account automatically. 

importantly, computer banking products such as automatic taller machine and 

,,..,,r,·,,,nic ftmd. Transfer and others to be measured. 

Research Hypothesis 

A hypothesis can be defined as a tentative statement which researcher makes to 

Ie him studied a fact. It is a theory to be proved or disproved by references, to facts. 

or the purpose of this my research project, the hypothesis will include the following: 

(i) Null hypothesis 

(ii) Alternative hypothesis 

Null Hypothesis (Ho) 

Computer technology has not increased the efficiency of operation in the banking 

industry 

Alternative Hypothesis 

Computer technology has increased the efficiency of operations in the banking 

industry. 
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1.8 Limitation of the research work 

This research work is basically limited to the impact of computer in the banking 

operation, with a view of developing a function using M-S EXCEL which could 

be used effectively to find the amount [or the payment of loan based on fix 

interest rate over a period of time. 

' -
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CHAPTER TWO 

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW 

Banks operations usuall y go most other profit maximizat ion business 

organisation. It therefore, relates in many important ways on in the private sector inspirit, 

therefore of institution and organizational development that has taken place in the 

b:lIlking industry. Since the country's independent the banking system still ret ains the 

Icatures of the financial. Undor developed countries. 

The importance of banking system to the economy means changes in growth and 

structural development enable us to measure roughly and to appraise the economic 

systems school and performance. These development however will also enables us to 

examines the ownership structure of the banking system is well the lega l and regulatory 

fra mework with in \Vh icll the insti tution or the system operates. 

The research project also intends to review application of computer system in the 

banking activities and also sample in preparing the projec t and how they reveal computer 

as tool for banking operations. But then in the app li cation or computer in the banking 

activities increase more tremendously, we mllst not therefore refuse to mention some of 

the notable contributors who have air out there view about thi s new revolution in banking 

i nelustry. 

All categories of driven by survival instinct in continuos struggle story a float in 

the hi ghly competitive sector, have come out wi th one innovati ons and other in term or 

product or mode of service to customers. Computer in banking industry has taken the first 

place in term of mode or serviccs with it characteri stics enhance speed, conveniences and 

cfTicicncy to both cListomcrs and bank offic ial s. 
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By K.A.O Shonikan. 

ATM Customers now enjoy 24 hours of services in which case weekend bank will 

be unnecessary as soon as ATM (automatic tellcr machine) is able to accepts deposists 

and give account balances. 

By aio Adet 

"You can observed the improvement hcre as one of our customer, the system and 

your account is updated within the shOliest possible timc which is not comparable with 

the 80's. This is the work of computer. 

By C Cadorere 1997. 

The computer security algorithm and the practice is to immcdiately distribute 

hOI list (list of tost cards) and warmlist (list of missing cards) to terminates which serves 

as cashier receiving money when the warm cards prescuted to reject it instantly and 

fra Idulent foiled . 

By Aladckomo May 4th 1997. 

The commercial banks in general have always operated three types of accounts 

such as savings, current, long term and short notice deposits for their personal and 

corporate clients. Those transactions further gave rise to a variety of banking relationship 

ancl product lines. Generally banks provide funds mainly through loans and advances, 

vcrdraft and other forms of credit to deflect scctor of economy. As financial 

ntcrmediates they also provide a mechanism to effect settlement of financial transaction 

nu debt obligations on behalf of their clients. 

By performing those banking service, the banks earn most of their income 

lrough interest and commission charged on the services rendered. In the past the primary 
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source of income in the commercial banks has been through those types of services. Due 
~ 

to economic downtown in the most developing countries and the subsequent industries 

provision for bad and doubtful debts, income-generating instruments have been focused 

away from bank traditional assets (loan and advances) to the very short-run foreign 

exch:ll1ge transaction and their instruments. 

In the united state of America (USA) bank customer in one part of the country can 

ask a computer located many thousands of miles for a report on their current bank 

account and have statement drop laid almost instantly on a television screen at their local 

branch of the baltlc 

By D, VIDSON (1978) 

Banking institution is now progressing in Nigeria, inwhich we have banks tbat are 

joinine Internet such that all their customers can collect or withdraw feom their account 

~ in any of their branches. "The country Nigeria" majority are now having local network 

(LAN) or private Network such as ITB and almost all there operations are now 

computerized. Majority of banks in Sokoto today, is now using computer to serve their 

customers. 

BY ALIMI O.M (1994) 

Computer operations are playing an increasingly important role not only in 

hospi tals, libraries, schools and homes, but also in banks. Banker are realizing that 

sending and receiving information electronically offers several ndvantages. 

Fast accurate and direct exchange of information. Sending and receiving data 

electrconically takes only a fraction of the time needed to send it by mail or messenger. 
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~nd since the information goes directly to the receiving bank, the sender doesn't have to 

worry about lost packages or incorrectly addressed envelopes. 

Rapid information processing computers can sort or scarch through huge amounts 

of il1formation in a flash. And computer communication can increase availability of 

information. 

Easy handling of large amounts of information. The amount of data that 

computers can store and process is enormous. 

BY STONE (1979) 

As computer teclmology continues to advance, it is not unusual for 

communication poses more than a growing cost problem. The communication facilities 

desired are often not available at any price. 

As is well known, the FCC launched a formal public inquiry into computers in the 

latc I ?76, thus taking the rather unusual step of initiating an enquery before a fom1al 

reqll~st by outside parties. The problem presented by the convergence of computers hard 

heed slowly growing since the early 1960' s. 

In the late 1966 and early 1967 western union offered a new set of packaged data 

processing and communication services called SlCORN AND INFO-CORN by John 

' (1972). 

Communication packages- This is the software that helps cOlU1ecting two devices 

ovcr a short or a long distances like connecting two microcomputers, or through modern 

and telephone line and then the mini or mainframes computers in electronic mail system 

such as Telecom Gold, or Easylillk. Then there is need for something to take over control 
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of machine and link them together. Examples are lop-link, Kermit, IBM LAN manager, 

3eorn, window 98 etc. 

2. J History of banking in Nigeria 

According to John N. Aliu the colonial era witnessed the monetisation of the 

Nigeria economy, but the country never had its own financial arrangements within the 

fin o.tlcial system of the metropolis of Great Britain. 

The various Europeans trading firms spread their branches all over the country 

mainly concern with buying produce needed by their countries. They normally paid for 

their in cash or in paper receipts when accepting that most of the ftmds would be spent in 

thci r own store. 

They would advance goods to trusted traders, who took down to the remote 

villages and brought produce in return. Some traders were granted credits at the European 

stores,,~hich were together renewed or paid off within a month against the personal 

guarantee of chief executi ve. 

Such practice by these firms varied among company and region. In 1889 for 

instance, Jolm Holt and company issued the instructions to their agents requesting that all 

prices paid for produce should be fixed in starting. The accusation that some European 

traders made use of balier to cheat their suppliers and customers was widely reported for 

mnny years. The change over to straight cash transaction did not occur overnight, it was 

grndual. By 1890 however, the use of cash had gro\Vl1 sufficiently throughout West 

Africa that is presented a serious physical problem. This brought about the introduction 

ofI3ritain coin in the late 19th century. 
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However the cost of importing and distributing cash from the United kingdom 

became a problem and too cumbersome and any sensible trader mllst have hoped for the 

arrival of some instructions which will reduce this overhead. The initiation for the 

foundation of the bank was taken in the Lagos office of elders Dumpsters and company 

in 1891. 

African Banking Corporation was given approval on 13 August 1891 and the first 

branch of the branch of the bank in Nigeria was opened in 1892. This is bank of Britain 

~est Africa (now first bank) which was registered in London on 31 st march 1894. Since 

then it maintained the monopoly of banking until 191 7 when Barclays bank Dca (now 

union bank of Nigeria PIC) also joined. 

These early banks were believed to have been established by the colonial masters 

who serves their commercial and administrative interest. The promotion of indigenous 

enterprerieurship was very low in their list of priorities. 

As mention earlier, bank of Britain West Africa and Barclays bank DCO 

dominated the banking scheme for a considerable length of time. Some other foreign 

banks also joined the scheme later but other than mobilization of savings among 

indigenous population, they handle little response to the economic development except in 

so far as this confirmed with the objectives of colonial policy. Since then, offront were 

made by indigenous business to break the monopoly and in view of the free banking era 

at the time, attempt were made to establish indigenous banks in order to cater for local 

needs. Unfortunately most of this banks failed except the central bank of Nigeria 

established on 11 February 1933, African continental bank 1947 and few others. 
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However, up to the end of the mass bank failures era which ended in 1952, quite a 

number had either not taken off or failed 

Various reasons were deduced rangmg from financial mismanagement to 

accounting inefficiency. In order to safeguard the depositor money, the need for 

legi slation for the control of banking in Nigeria become apparent and the first banking 

ordinance was enacted in 1952. Despite this, some banks were still indulging in some 

mal practice, which the act could not efficiently control. There was also the desirability of 

a National financial system. This prompted the necessity of establishing the central bank, 

whi 'h opens its doors on 1 st july 1959. 

2.2 Interest processing 

According to International Trust Bank pIc, interest is calculated at the rate 

specified by the bank (i.e Savings and CUlTent) and the rate agreed between the customer 
".. " 

and the bank (i.e Term deposit received and Short notice deposit). The payment may be 

made by transfer of depositor's account as per instruction of the depositors. Incase of 

cash payment, a cash-debiting voucher will be prcpared, 

2.3 Current Account 

In this account, interest is a bank earning interest or credit on favour of the bank. 

Whr n a customer is given some loans (i.e payment be against his salary), the interest earn 

by Ihe bank is called commission on turn over (COT) it is processed as 5/1 O~~/day 

, Usually bank allocated interest on monthly basis but not being paid until end of quarter, 

the minimum amount the bank considered in paying interest is 500,000, and the interest 

rate is 1 % per month. 

Example- ror a person with loans of 100,000 on COT, the illterest is as follows: 
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Interest=l 00,000/1 00= 1 00x5=500 

COT=500 each day. Then his balance will be 100,000-500=99,500 for a day. 

For a customer depositing amount say N500, 000, his interest is: 

Intcl'est=500,000x 1 x 1112xl 00=50001l2=N41666 

Thc monthly balance will be 500,000+416.66=N5004166 
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2.4 Savings Account 

The interest is being paid in favour of a customer at the interest rate of 5% 

monthly since the bank use customers money to generate funds. The withdrawal can not 

be allowed until the end ofthe qUaIier. 

Example: For a customer depositing N 1, 000,000, 

Intcrest= 1 ,000,000x5x 111 00x2=N4166.66 

The monthly balance is 1000,000+4166.66=1004166.67. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

3.0 System analysis and design 

In this chapter we analyzed the operation of the banking system, so that existing 

problems will be identified and computerized version developed. 

3.1 BANKS 

The banks are agencies, which provide numerous services to the society at large. 

Banking is generally defined as place where money and other valuable properties are left 

for safety. These properties range from money, jewelleries, personal documents and such 

VIces. 

One of the special features of banking in Nigeria generally, is the division of banking into 

expatriate and indigenous banking system. Expatriates banks are those that are foreign owned with little 

or no indigenous involvement and incorporated outside Nigeria Banks in these categories have access to 

overseas liquidity from their head offices, example united bank for Africa (Bank of British and French). 

Brudays bank, Union bank of Nigeria, First bank and standard bank etc. 

On the other hand, indigenous banks are those bank owned and operated by Nigeria's with 

this head office in Nigeria. In most cases, indigenous banks originated from state support and 

assistance. Examples of banks in this category are Bank of the north (BON), universal Bank, Gamji 

Bank, (now international Trust Bank) 

Banking covers so many services that are difficult to define it. However those basic services 

have always been recognized as the hallmark of the genuine Banking. Those are the receipt of the 

customers deposit, the collection of his cheques drawn on other bank and the payment of 

the customers cheques drawn on himself. 
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The research project is interested in assessing the operation and performance of 

the second category of Bank divisions that is indigenous Bank using international trust 

Bank as a case study. 

3.2 THE MARKETING OF BANKING SERVICES. 

The introduction of competition and credit control in (1971) stimulated 

competition between the Bank and the term marketing began to be mentioned it is simply 

defined as selling services profitably to meet the needs of customers but this simply 

definition covers a great deal of preliminary work. 

First you have to have services to sell. To know which services customers require 

there has to be market research. You have to ask customers of what they expect or wold 

like from the Barli<. You can not ask them all, so you have to ask what you hope is a 

representation cross-section and as customers in different areas with different life style 

are used to differentiate things you have to research in different palts of the country. 

The Bank hardly ever thought of market research on a professional basis until 

they ware forced on to it by competition. Before then those services were shaped by 

tradition, usage and customer-now changes in the big banks "internal structure" produced 

Business development division with planing and marketing department, advertisement 

and publications department, operational research groups and so on. As the results of the 

research began to flow in, decision on whether or not to develop new services had to be 

taken. A crucial factor here was of course, the cost of the services to the Bank and this 

included not only this cost of preparing, advertising and the administering the services, 

but also the cost at which the staff were prepared to implement it or indeed, whether they 

were prepared to implement it at all. 
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Saturday morning opening is the best example of this, the bank know perfectly 

well that most of there customers would be glad at a full banking service, say from 9:30 

a.m. to noon and every Saturday mornings. On the other hand their staff unions are 

strongly opposed to the idea. This opposition could be over come, no doubt by a 

sufficiently good offer of extra money. 

To summarize thus, marketing involves. 

1. Research to find out what services are required. 

2. A decision as the possibility of a producing a new service e.g. Saturday morning 

openmg. 

'. '-.' "-

3. The staff aspect (by whom and how, will the service be administered) . 

4. The provision of any necessary training for the staff involve, and lastly, 

5 . . The dissemination of information about the services to the public. 

The methods employed by the banks are: -

1. a preliminary annOW1cement to the press. 

2. The printing of promotional booklets which can be displayed to the public in their 

branches 

3. The circulation of relevant information for therc branch managers 

4. Advertisement. 

3.3. DISADVANTAGES 

A bank lends money to a pre-arranged limit principally by customer's draft, loan 

or personal loan. 
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1. Overdraft. 

Is an informal way of getting loan from thc bank, with the over draft, intcrest is 

calculated on a daily basis, consequently thc customcrs pays for what hc use. The 

overdraft is by the cheapest from of borrowing, but it can only bc obtained if the bank 

manager is satisfied on a number of points. 

Recently the overdraft has come under some criticism. It is not more liked by those in 

the bank and in the treasury who are charged with the duty of conducting the country's 

monetary policy for the fact is the once a bankers has agreed to an overdraft facility for a 

custom~r, he has no control over the usc to which it is put. Within the agreed limit the 

level of borrowing can fluctuate guide wildly 

A company or individual which has its money tied up in production, or household 

investment, and has no case to meet his daily production or family needs, rather than go 

through the process of getting loan, could request the bank manager for an overdraft 

facility spending an the policy of the bank, it can grant overdraft facility to business with 

good records. In case of individual the bank manager can authorized an overdraft about 

W5,000.00. 

2. LOAN 

. A loan is more expensive than the overdraft. The amount agreed is made possible 

by transfer from a loan account in the customer's name, to his current account. The loan 

is supposed to be reduced at agreed interest, often once a month, by an installment from 

the current account. If the money is not forth coming the bank can not make the transfer 

and will probably write to the customer pointing this out. The customer then knows that 

he may find any cheque he has drawn dishonored if the account wold be out drawn 
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shoi.:ld they be paid. With loan methods, no paid in transferring an installment of loan 

reduction when the only result is to increase and overdraft. 

The loan is easy to supervise from the bank point of view. It is much harder to see 

if an overdraft is being reduced methodologically. Loan interest will be charged quarterly 

or half-yearly on the amount of the loan outstanding and debited to the current account. 

The account, may well still have no interest some, most or all of the original amount of 

the loan interest, there may be what is called as a national rate (fix by the bank) eamed by 

the money which is often to reduce a commission charge, or to extinguish its algorithm . 

. - Types of loan 

Loan can be divided into several types, which include the fo llowing: 

Per~onal loan; 

Business starts loan; 

Busi ness development loan; 

Form development loan etc. 

1. Personal loan- the personal loan was intended as a cheaper form of hire ·purchase. The 

interest is added to amount borrowed and the total is then repaid by regular monthly 

payments over an agreed period, usually six months to three years or in some cases 

longer. 

2. Business start 10an- This is a type of fom1al loan which bank or banker offer to its 

customers either individual or group of individuals to enable them to initialized their 

business. 

3. Business development loan- This type of loan is designed to meet the needs of 

smaller business for extended credit with planned and agreed repayments, which 
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include interest charges. It is available on the range 200-250, or for expenditure on 

properly purchase or extension the purchase of plant, machinery or by way of 

additional working capital for a new or existing business, or any other approved 

project. 

4. Form development 10<1n- this type of loan is available to help practical farmers of 

slIch purposes as purchase of stock, machinery, plant and farm improvement. 

3.4 Deposits 

1. Current Account 

The normal banking accowlt is the current account, rwming from day to day, a 

balance being shown at the end of any day which then has been a debit or credit entry. No 

interest normally allowed on a cunent account. 

The bank is always seeking to attract new customers as it works to extend its 

bu~i ness nevertheless, the holder of a current account must be carefully checked before 

he is isslIe with a cheque book. Two referenced are normally required, and the references 

• must themselves consider of satisfactory status. Statement of the accowlt arc sent to the 

customers quarterly or half-yearly or more often if he wish. The account may remunerate 

the banker because a good average credit balance is kcpt but if it does not commission 

change may be debited to the account quarterly or half-yearly. 

Therefore a current account is an account on which the owner can make a demand 

by issuing a cheque. The account can also be called chequing account. Tllis means that 

the owner of the account can issue a cheque to another person on the money he has kept 

wilh the bank. 
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2. Deposit Account 

It is perhaps a little conf-using that, the term deposit is often used to described the 

money which customers of all kinds have with the banks on cWTent, deposit and other 

account, but if a current account is defined as an account which is opcned so that cheque 

may be drawn to earn interest. Deposit account interest is paid at a rate determined by the 

bank basc rate usually 1.5% to 3%. 

No cheque is suppose to be collected for deposit account holders and no 

chequebook is issue. Consequently it is unnecessary to take up reference. Withdrawals 

1 are normally at seven days notice, but can be obtained on demand, although in such a 

case, seven days interest on the sum withdrawn will be foregone. Deposit book, which 

I had to be produced for every transaction, is giving way to statements. Interest is credited 

to the current account, if there is one half yearly, otherwise it is added to the balance of 

the deposit account. 

3. Saving Account 

The saving account is similar to deposit account. This significant difference 

behveen them is that smaller sum of money are kept for unspecified period of time and 

therefore the interest rate is lower, small income earners hard to use saving account. Most 

bigger depositor prefer deposit account which pay a much higher amount for the usc of 

their money. 

Anyone can open a saving account, tU11ike the requirement for a current account, 

a1l1hat is required for opening a saving account is two passport photographs and address 

of the prospective account holder. 
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4. Safe custody 

Article of value, locked boxes with and many other things, are kept by customers 

in the bank strong rooms for safety. Boxes should be locked and parcels sealed by the 

customers before handing them into bank. 

The bank will issue a receipt if so required. He must be careful to hand them only 

against signature by his customer or a properly appointed agent who is known to the 

bank. Such a safety keeping is a contract of bailment. If a banker make a specific charge 

for the service he is a paid bailee. If he does not he is a gratuitous bailee. The paid bailee 

has to show a higher standard of care in dealing with the safe custody articles than does a 

gratuitous bailee. 

5. Safe deposit 

Some banks maintains a safe deposit service where the customer is taken into strong 

room and himself put his documents or articles of value into his box or comportment, to 

which he along has the key, or take them out. The banks keeps duplicate keys in case of 

emergency, but does not usc them expect in the present of the customer or by his express 

authority. 

6. Financial Services 

The bank may sell some of its computers to a customer who has no computer on his 

own, but really has a need for the used of one at a certain time. For example might be 

where a customer is a big employer of a labour force, which has to be paid once a week. 

The computer giving the necessary details will quickly produce a list showing what each 

man or woman should get aner allowing the deductions for tax, holiday pay, insurance, 

short time working, and so on. 
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Other possible uses may be to analyses the result of an advertising campaign or to 

arrived at the best use of the farmland. Stock brokers retailers and building societies find 

a use of computer services. 

7. Acceptance credit Facili ty 

An acceptance credit facility is an agreement whereby a bank or accepting house 

agree to accept bills for a customer on a regular basis up to a certain limit, such bills, 

once accepted become prime bank bills and readily discountable. The customer pays a 

commission for the acceptance service. 

8. Business Advisory service 

By arrangement the bank send an executive trained in the runnmg of small 

business, particularly from a financial view point, to spend up to a week with the 

customer at his place of business. In that time the banker will study the accounting, and 

forecasting the cash flow, will analyzed the budgeting, stock control and assessment of 

overhead costs. His recommendations, which arc confidential, will surgest how the 

customer can save money, improve the efficiency of his business or use additional 

capital. 

3.5 FOREIGN SERVICES 

These are number of services, which the bank offer to all types of customers 

which are concerned with promoting foreign trade and travel. These are: 

1. Exchange Forward 

This is the buying and selling of foreign currencies in advance by means of the 

forward exchange market. These allows customers to cover the risk of uncertainty, 

because of the fluctuations in rates of exchange, of payments to be made and receiving a 

I , 
t 

\ I 
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payment in two months in anothcr CUlTency [or goods sold to a foreign buycr. It needs to 

be certain of the value of this foreign currency in terms of pounds to be able to calculate 

the profit. 

If in two months time, it were to take the foreign cLmency to the bank to change 

into ponds and the pounds had risen in value, it would find the pounds received to be less 

than the amounts need even to eovcr the costs of production and so as loss would result. 

If however, the forward exchange contract had been entcrcd into, a fixed rate of exchange 

would have been agreed, rcsulting in celiainly of income. The san1C protection is afforded 

to a customer seeking to purchase foreign currency in the future . 

2 Letter of credit 

When a customer of a bank is going abroad for a period of time may ask his bank 

to a\'crage for a letter of credit so that he may always be sure of obtaining money abroad, 

without having to carry it with him. The bank will inquire the name of the foreign town 

where drawing facilities are required, and the total amount required over the period in 

question. 

The bank will then debit the customer's account in advance and write to a 

corresponding bank or agent authorizing him to cash on demand any cheques or drafts 

drawn by the beneficiary, charging the sums to thc debit of to the debit of the issuing 

bank. A specimen of customer who must present it to the agent bank each time he wants 

any money, so that a note of the amount he has had may ne written on the back. 

When only one agent is used the lettcr of credit is some times called direct letter 

of credit. If the customer is travelling about it was not nc possible to send individual 

letters to the entire agent he may wish to usc. 
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A circular or world-wide letter of credit is then issued to the customer which will 

be available at the offices of any agent of issuing bank in any country in the world, and 

the customer is supplied also with a letter of identification having a specimen of his 

signature. He must use this letter which can be printed in several languages, to identify 

him self when he wishes to drawn money. 

3. Letter of introduction 

A ~~lstomer travelling abroad or emigrating may be recommended by letter of 

introduction from the customer's bank to agent's bank abroad. The issuing bank will 

explain the purpose and nature of the customers visit and request the agent's bank to 

visits him when ever possible. This assistance may take the form of temporary finance, 

some times the agent bank can assists the customer to find employment. When the 

customer is an important person the agent bank may appoint and officer to meet him and 

introduce him to leading fi gures in the neighborhood. 

4. M:1il and cable transfer. 

A customer wishing to make a payment to a person abroad may instruct hi s bank to 

transmit equivalent starling from his account to a foreign bank which will notify the 

beneficiary, who can then go in and get the sum authorized, in the currency of a country. 

Normally this advise will ne sent by mail, but in cases of urgency a cable of tales 

message will ne sent. The customer pays commission plus mail or cable costs in addition 

to slim sent out. He can stipulate that all charges are for the account of the payee, in 

which case they will be deducted from the money paid out. 

5. Passport services. 
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The bank will obtain or renew a passport of a customer wishing to travel abroad. 

This entails, getting the customer to complete and sign an application form, witnessing 

the customer signature, and certifying on one of the two passport photographs supplied 

that it is a true likeness of the customer in verifying the application and vouching for the 

applicant as a fit and proper person to receive a passport, the bank must speak from, 

personal knowledge of the customer. 

, 
The completed application forms , the photographs, and old passport, and if the 

application is the first one, are sent to the passport office, with the appropriate fee. The 

passport is obtained in due course and sent to the customer. 

3.6 MONEY TRANSMISSION/TRANSFER. 

This are kind of services operates by the bank in order to allow their customers to 

transfer their money from one place to another with safety. This system can take different 

forms . 

3.7 Cost benefit analysis 

The use of the designed program using MS-Excel built in formula will assist in 

reducing the labour and time involved in the computation of interest charged on loans 

received. 

Similarly, the labour and cost in designing a program using a computer language 

such as Pascal, Fortran or Dbase is reduced. 
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1. Collection of cheques. 

This is one of the three basic services and needs little description. The customer 

receives cheques from his debtors on which his name appears as payee. He pays these 

into tbe bank either over the counter or through post, making out the cred it slip. A 

duplicate (or tear-off) credit slip is returned to him as a receipt. The cheques are then 

presented tlu'ough the dealing house to the payee banker in the mann~r already described. 

The amot,mt of the cheques are credited to the cllstomer account on the same day he pays 

them in, but he should not draw against them before they arc cleared unless he has an 

arrangement with the bank, whether express or implied that he may do so. 

2. Direct debiting. 

A customer making periodical payments to building society may send a cheque 

through the post each time make a personal payment at the local office each time, or give 

his tank a standing order. A logical development has been to allow the creditor to make a 

direct claim on the customer account, to be paid by the bank on each occasion. This saves 

time and money, and is very suitable for large creditors such as finance house, insurance 

company, and building societies. 

The customer will have to approvc this arrangement before any transfers are 

made, and he must authorize his bank to meet the claims, for the banker not pay away his 

customer's money without his authority . Normally this authority takes the form of a 

properly completed checque, but in this case as single signcd form (provided by the 

cred itor) will suffice to authorize the regular payment until further notice. 
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3. Emergency payments (Telephone transfer) 

Circumstances may arise whereby a customer urgently wishes a sum of money to 

be paid out in a distant town as soon as possible. An example might be where a weekly 

salaries and wages chacque sent out fTom a head office in London by post has failed to 

rea~h a factory in the provinces, so that they can not take it to their local branch. 

In such a case the payment would be authorized by telephone from the company's 

London bank. Bank has a code system where by they can identify calls between branches 

as n genuInc. 

4 S tanding orders 

Customers having regular paymcnt to make, such as mortgage installments, club 

suhscriptions, may give details to the bank and authority it to make the payments on their 

behalf, as and when they fall due. 

The customer must see that, on the that date there is enough money on the 

account to meet the transfer, and if the customer is persistently careless in this respect the 

bank will be justified in notifying him that it has concealed his standing order and that in 

future he should make his own arrangements to deal with the matter 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

4.0 Software development and implementation 

4.1 GENERAL INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER. 

If one looks at the most prominent reaction to computers in our society from the 

"do not fold, staple, or mutilate" protest signs to the excitement generated by 

computerized space capsules the 4 most appropriate tile for a discussion of the social 

implications of computer technology might appear to be computers: Curse or blessing? 

The computer has excited the public imagination and has generated both great 

fears and great hopes. It has become a symbol for all that is good and all that is evil in 

modern society. 

Why does the computer evoke such reaction? Part of the answer lies in the area of 

all-pervasiveness, which surrounds it. Computers are machines, which can store, analyze, 

manipulate, and present data in a variety of ways; it has applications in almost all spheres 

of human activity. Its efficiency in helping man to cope with the "information explosion" 

And impose some order on complexity makes it a highly attractive device for a large 

number of organization business firms, school, government agencies, hospital, research 

Laboratories and law firm all find uses for computers. 

The individual, in turn, find his checks, his income tax returns, his applications 

for jobs or credit cards, his magazine subscription and his political opinions. Processed 

by computer. He also have vague awareness that in the future his children or pthalps 

grand-children' s, will be educated by a computers, and that his information needs will be 

service by computers, and that his financial transaction will be taken of by an electronic 

cash credit system. With all this as background, he may fear that the essential of his 
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personal life will be stored in the memory bank of some computers, and be use [or 

purpose beyond his control. Or, if he is of an optimistic bend, he may view computers as 

machines, which will decision-makers to program the ultimate in social wisdom and 

just ices. 

Because of its ability to calculate, to process information and to simulate various 

conditions, computer has become a powerful aid to man's analytic and reasoning 

capacities. In the sciences, and the humanities disciplines, the computer is not only an 

important labor-but it also allows researchers to engage on some investigation that would 

not have been feasible by human labor done. Moreover, it often produces results that are 

unexpected and lead to new discoveries, that is, it has creative sanction as well. 

While some have claimed that the use of computers often debases research in the 

social sciences and the humanities by generating an exaggerated emphasis on the 

qua tiftable, it is difficult to determine how much the fault li es with computers, and how 

much it results from the desire of those dispelling to emulate the physical sciences. 

The most important policy issue regarding the use of computer in the next decade 

will involved the creation of a "National computer public utility system." It lllay seem 

strange to think: of the computer in terms of a public utility, since ostensibly a computer is 

a nuchine that a customer buys or rents for his own use. But the recent emergency (only 

in the last year or two) of the possibility of "time sharing" whereby thousand of 

ind ividual terminals located in homes, or offices, can be hooked into giant central 

computer through the use of telephone lines and used for information- gathering, ordering 

and billing services, e.t.c. 
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All that one can hopes for, thcrefore, is some greater understanding of the issue. It 

is clear that computers are powerful tools whose effects arc quitc profound. But like all 

tools, they are not autonomous. Their development and consequences are shaped by the 

social structures in which they operate. Therefore, computer is a very fast and accurate 

machine with the ability to handle inpuUoutput, calculation, logic comparison, and 

storage/retrieval operations. 

4.2 THE COMPUTER IMPACT 

The impact of computer can not be appreciated without some understanding of the 

society into which they are introduced. The development and application of computer 

technology would not have been likely if ours were not society that is knowledge

oriented, concerned with innovations and planning, and informed by scientific methods. 

At the same time, the use of computers generates new opportunities and new problems to 

which the social structures most respond. Since the changes set in motion by computers 

arc very current, it is, in many cases, too early to discern their directions. 

To appreciate the impact of computers in the society requires some understanding 

of the kinds of operations that these machines performed. The selection by THOMAS H. 

CROWLEY discusses the uses of the computer in providing economic benefits and 

making possible certain types of data analysis. Some tasks that are now routinely 

performed would not have been feasible without the aid of computer. The launching of 

satellites and the control of production lines, for available while the process is being 

carr ied on. In other cases, the computer may serve as an aid to judgement and decision 

making by allowing the analyst to test the probably effects of celiain course of action. 

Thus an economics might program the computer with a modd of economy and test the 
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effects of a tax. A businessman might use a computer to simulate what would happen if 

he were to raise his prices. Computer simulations also provide scientists and social 

sc ientist with insights into the nature of tile processes that they study. 

The introduction of computers in the factories appears to eliminate many of the 

routine and low-level jobs. But whether the average skill level of the blue-collar worker 

is raised because the machines also take over some of the work that had been done by 

skilled workers is a matter of some dispute. In some instance, for example, when an 

operator require less skill because of the introduction of computer or automata 

m(lchinery, he may be made responsible for a large portion of the productions sequence, 

and this assignment may require knowledge of additional machines. The consensus 

appears to be that automation raises the average skill level in some aspects and is in 

others, so that there is no substantial net change. 

In case of office workers, is that the introduction of computer results in upgrading 

of skill, bottom level clerical jobs are eliminated and a new level of office worker 

- dcyclops around the computer technicians, programmers, systems analysts. 

An excellent illustration of this type of application of computers IS 111 the 

forecasting of weather. Because of its direct and obvious importance to man, predicting 

the weather (or formulating rules which attempt to minimize its adverse effects on such 

activities as crop planting) was probably one of the first teclmological questions to be 

attacked. Before the turn of the century, a mathematical model of the atmosphere 

including the equation which described how the relevant variables such as air pressure" 

temperature, humidity, and velocity change over a period of time was formulated. 
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At least as long ago as 1911, It was pointed out that the weather could be 

predicted by solving these equations. If the pressure, temperature, humidity, and velocity 

of the air are known for the same instant of time at many points around the would, the 

soil lion of the equations is mathematically quite straight forward and accurately predicts 

wh;) t these quantities will be one hour, one day, or one network of weather stations 

around the world can make the measurement nccessary to provide the initial conditions 

for these calculations, but it happens that a tremendous number of numeric calculation are 

required. Without computer these computations required many work, and these was 

obviously no point of predicting the weather, if the weather was already over! 

Con ~;equently, this proposal lay essentially dormant until the advent of high-speed 

computer. 

The impacts of a new technology are generally felt first in the economic realm, 

the impact of the computer is not exception. The large-scale social ramifications of the 

computers result from its effects on the labor-force, the process of production, and the 

way in which men transact business and receive service. Computer are not only changing 

the nature of the work that men do, they are also attiring the nature of some economic 

enterprises. The banking business, for example, has been changed since wide-scale 

introduction of computers, so that such new function as the handling of billing for 

ph.'sicians and dentists are becoming part ofthe bank's business. 

Some of areas affected today by the computerization can be illustrated and fully 

explain as shown below. 

l 
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1. The impact of computers on people: 

The technological advances just presented have made the computer one of the most 

powerful forces in society today, these made it possible [or computer usage to spread into 

homes and organization of all sizes. No one can doubt that the use of computers has had a 

strong J,mpact on many people. But the computer is the driving force behind an 

information, and as in any revolution some innocent people may be harmed. Let us 

briefly outline here some of the positive and negative effects that computer usage may 

have on individuals. 

Po .... itive implication: People may benefit from computers in many ways. Among the 

benefits are the following: 

1. New job opportunities. 

Hundreds of thousands o[ new jobs have been created in such areas as 

programming, computer separations, and information system management. Current 

demand for person qualified for these jobs, exceed the current supply. 

2. Greater job opportunities. 

Scientist and engineers can tackle interesting problems that they could not have 

considered without computer help. And lawyers, teachers, clerical workers, and other can 

turn over repetitive and boring tasks to computers processing and then concentrate on the 

more challenging aspects of their work. 

3. Use by businesses. 

The use of computers by businesses to avoid waste and improve efficiency may 

result in lower product prices and or better service to individuals. In addition, the 

computer-controlled robots along with other automated tools, can precisely carry out the 
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deadly, dirty, and dangerous tasks that causc workcrs discontent. The net result of using 

these machines may be to improve the quality of the products assembled and sold to 

customers. Finally, computer controlled aircraft braking systems improve passengers 

safety, and to aid the sightless, computer controlled reading machines are available that 

will read printed material and produce the corresponding speech sounds. 

4. Use by public organization 

Avoiding waste and improve eHiciency in government agencies, school districts, 

and hospital units can also result in better service and a reduced tax burden for citizens. 

Without computers, for example, the social security administration could not keep up 

wi th the payment of benefits to widows, and retied persons. The quality of education can 

be improved by the use of games, simulations, and computer assisted instruction 

techniques. And better personal health may result from a hospital's usc of computer to 

provide better control of laboratory tests. 

5. Use in the home. 

Millions of microcomputers have been acquired for home usc such personal 

systems are used for enteltainment and hubby purposes, for educational uses, for family 

financial applications, and for cOlU1t!ess other tasks. Only human ingenuity and 

imagination limit the benefits of personal computing. 

NEGATIVE IMPLICATIONS. · 

In spite of the countless benefits that people receive from computer usage, such 

usnge can also lead to potential danger and problems. Some of these problems are: 
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1. The TIu'eat if Unemployment. 

The greater efficiency made possible by computer usage can result in job 

ob~olescence and displacement for some workers. For example, the computer controlled 

rohots pictures earlier can sense the nee3d for a specified task, and can then take the 

actions necessary to perform the task. In the auto manufacturing and supply industries 

done, it's expected that tens of thousands of jobs will be eliminated by robots during the 

19 O's. 

2. The use of questionable data processing practices. 

Input data about individuals are routinely captured many organisation and entered 

into computer processed files. In some cases, those facts have been compiled by those 

who have no valid reason to gather them. In other cases, inaccurate and incomplete data 

about people have been placed in computer system files. Finally, human errors in 

preparing input data and in designing and preparing programs have resulted in system 

mi:,calculates that have harmed people. 

3. The trend toward depersonalization. 

In most computer-based systems, the record key used to identify a person is a 

number-example, a social security, student, employee, or credit customer number. As 

people have come into contact with more computer system they have been identified by 

more numerical codes. Although many understand that being treated as a number results 

in efficient computer processing, they would proffer that system be design so that they 

arc treated as persons rather than numbers. 
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4. The system security issue. 

Lack of control over data security 111 a computer system has resulted in the 

destruction of an individual's records in some cases. The lack of control has also led to 

the accidental or intentional disclosure persons to authorized persons of confidential 

information of a very personal nature. Clever individuals have had no difficulty in the 

past breaking through the security provisions of on line computer systems in order to gain 

direct access to this confidential information. For example, a gang of Milwaukee 

teenagers was able to gain access into over 50 systems, including one at the Los Alamos 

Scientific Laboratory. 

5. The privacy Issue. 

Lack of control over data storage, retrieval, and communication has led to abuse 

of a person's legitimate right to privacy i.e. the right to keep private (or have kept on a 

confidential basis) these facts, beliefs and feelings which one does bot wish to publicity 

reveal. In at least one state, the records of plaints hospitalized for psychiatric treatment 

~ere sent to department of mental health and were then made available to insurance 

compal1les, police department, the motor vehicle department and all other licensing 

' . agenCies. 

THE IMPACT OF COMPUTER ON ORGANISATION. 

After noting that "The world is too much with us, late and soon," William words 

worth took a stool along a sendy beach to calm his biliter. What he could not know was 

that tiny silicon chips made from the sand he was walking on could cause feverish 

activity 200 years later. These chips have dropped into our midst like small stones into a 

lake, but they are causing waves rather than rappels! And the waves caused by computers 

____ _ ~ _ ~ __ ......... ____ ._ ....... "-..o. •• ~ ............. ~ .. _ ••• ___ ~ _ __ .___ __ _ k.... _."_ 
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arc having both positive and negative effects on the organizations that use them. A few of 

these effects are outlined below: 

Positive implications 

We're seen that organizations may benefits from computers. Those benefits 

ind ude the following:-

1. Better planing and decision making 

Planing is deciding in advance on a future course of action computer-based 

information systems that are quicker-responding and broader in scope then those 

previously available can have a positive impact on the planing and decision making that 

occurs in a business or non profit organization. Planing can be improved with the help of 

information system that quickly notify managers of problems and oPPOliunities. These 

s(lme systems can than be used by managers to evaluate many alternative solution and to 

then implement the final choice. Many of these systems cross national boundaries to link 

tor ether the units of multinational organizations. 

2. Better control of resources. 

Control is a follow-up to planing. It's the check on performance to see if planned goals 

arc being achieved. Computer system can be used to measure actual performance, levels, 

c mpare those levels against planned standards, and then carry out preprogrammed 

d cisions. For example, in an inventory control application the programme can deternline 

till' current inventory level of a basic item, computer message when the quantity drops 

bl'! ow the desired level. 
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3. Greater efficiency of operations. 

You are seen how greater efficiency may benefit individuals. But greater 

eniciency resulting from computer usage also benefits organizations. In addition to 

rcr.l izing operating efficiencies through their use of computerized reservation system, 

Alllerican ,md tmited airlines have also gained a larger share of the market by permitting 

travel agents to tap into their systems. Banks and other financial institutions have 

il1Iproved their operating efficiency by using computers for the elcctronic transfer of 

money on a national and intcrnational scalc. And super markets 3l?d other retlliling outlets 

u~~ automated checkout stations to improve efficiency. These stations read the special 

codes and symbols attached to products and then transmitted the coded data to a 

computer. The computer looks up prices, possibly updates inventory and sales records, 

and then forwards prices and description information back to the stations. Computer 

systems are also used to save energy and improve the efficiency of heating and coding 

oGices, factories, hospitals, and schools. Without a strong commitment to improve 

e rti ciency through computer usage many business will be unable in the future to 

. su \~cessfully compete wi th foreign firms in national and world markets. 
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NEGATIVE IMI>LICATIONS. 

The following brief listing identifies some of the challenges that computer-using 

org!lI1ization may face: 

1. the problems in information system design 

The design of new computer based-information systems can be a very complex and 

challenging tax. In some cases, past designs have produce disappointing internal results 

and a bad public image for the sponsoring organizations. 

The system security issue. 

The failure to secure the information system being used has threatened 

organizations as well as individuals. Assets have been stolen from organizations through 

system manipulation. Secrets have been copied and sold to competitors. And system 

pcnetrators have repeatedly broken tlu'ough the existing security control of large direct 

acccss systems to gain access to sensitive information there's the fear that when these 

un its are linked with larger systems the security and accuracy of the organization'S 

i; val uable data base will be placed in further jeopardy. 

" 

2. The challenge to organizational structure. 

r· When a new computer system are introduced, work group in an organisation may 

, be created, disbanded, or realigned. Existing departments may be added to or eliminated. 

Sllch changes can lead to employee resistance and organizational stress. 

3. The access of information issue. 

Organization with limited computing resources may have more difficulty 

competing against organizations with much greater sophistication in the issue of 

wmputers. For example, competitors believe that by offering their reservations systems 
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to travel agents, American and united have an unfair advantage because the availability of 

the two airlines flight is displaced most prominently on the agents terminals. Industry 

regulators are now looking into this issue. 

4. l COMPUTER APPLICATION IN BANKING SYSTEM. 

Next to the government, the commercial banking system is the largest processor 

or papcr. In 1964, for example, the system handled 15 billion checks in addition to its 

other financial transactions. In the last six (6) ycars, cheques handling has been largely 

automated, with over 90% of the cheques in circulation today' MICR-CODED (MICR 

'1 stands for magnetic ink character recognition) and is the scheme adopted by the banking 
:. 

industry for printing information on cheques that can be read by character recognition 
.' 

machines. 

Almost all-large banks have their own computers for cheques handling and many 

<'ther applications. Many banks have mechanized or arc planing to do so through the 

utilization of computing service offered by a correspondent bank, or by the bureau, 

computer cooperative formed with other banks, or by installation of sophisticated 

! dectronic book keeping machines. However as an indication of the conservation of some 
, ~ ., 
?~ bankers, 45% of the banks (mo!:>tly small banks) replied to a 1962 questionnaire of the 

American Bankers Association that they had no intention of using computers in the 

()reseeable future. 

Despite the introduction of computers, banks employment has continue to grow, 

tbanks to the rapid growth of the industry as a whole. However the rate of growth of the 

employment has slowed down, and despite the overall growth, the book keeping function 

has been greatly affected by the introduction of computers. Some banks have reported 
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rc uctions in their book keeping staffs of as much as 80%. For multi branch banks, The 

book keeping functions has almost disappeared of the branch level. Despite this, however 

th~ number women employees as percentages of the total employment in banking 

dn pped less than one percent from 1960 to 1964. 

Banks particularly the large ones, will expand their services to include payrolJ, 

· professional billing, account reconciliation, account rectifiable, inventory control, stock 

and bank portfolio analysis, bill collection, asset management, analysis of retail market 

penetrations, economic forecasting etc all essentially dependent on the use of the 

computer. These new services not only effect the banking industry, they change the ways 

.. ; .. 01" handling business data and financial transaction in many other industries. Autom : on 
.,~ 

effects not the mere mechanics of banking, but the very functions of banking, not the 

il'dividual bank, but banking systems and the national and international economics in 

which they are imbedded. 

Computer has forced the banking industries to examine itself to an unprecedented 

extend. Tecruiological advances in computers and communications underscore the fact 

that banking is a system of national scopdn fact, worldwide scope. 

The banking industry has observed that much of its activity could be eliminated, 

nnd there is a movement a fact to reduce drastically the paper work in financial 
.' 

~ 1I'ansaction ultimately to do away . with the ch que altogether. Other than cash, the 

~ . impIcst system would involve telling the financial computer utility via a store terminal 

to transfer the amount of the sale from the buyers to stores account. If the purchaser's 

balance wouldn't cover the cost, the financial utility could extend him credit if his credit 

rating was good. 
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Many other less esoteric possibilities are ready in usc. For regular payments of a 

fi xed amoW1t, like mortgage insurance premiwns or utility bills up to a giving amowlt, 

the bill can be sent directly to the person's bank for payment. Other scheme involves 

113ing slightly argumented home telephone to instruct a bank to transfer funds to another 

~ . count. (Such a system was demonstrated at the 1965 meeting of the American Bankers 

Associations). 

If business of all sizes have simple terminals linkcd to a control computer utility 

o\'er a commwlications network, a universal credit card system is possible. Various 

scheme could be used to make it difficult for someone else to use your "card" e.g. 

"combination" key nWllber known to you, or ultimately recognition by voice or thumb 

print. Except for recognition by voice or print, all of the above is technologically feasible 

today. 

Such a financially utility could dcvdop a complete credit deposit-loan history 

from each customer. This history could also enable the financial utility to be a more 

effective financial adviser to the customer, pointing out spending habits, making analysis, 

and helping with better financial analyses, and helping with better financial planning. Tax 

returns could also be turned out systematically. 

In the system describe above, money could be transfer from accotmt to account or 

the transaction could involve the extension of credit. The seller, base on an indication, 

could give the credit from the financial utility that the buyer was a good credit risk, or the 

credit could be extended by the utility. The letter scheme would probably mean less 

expensive credit for the buyer, since must of the cost of credit today goes toward the 
- .-J.-
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administrative costs of record keeping. Centralized in the financial computer utility, the 

costs of such record keeping would be lower. 

4.4 COMPUTER BANKING PRODUCTS 

These are limited to automated teller machine, electronic fund transfer (EFT), 

magnetic ink character recognition (MKR), and automated cheque sorters (ACS) and 

image mashie. 

1. MAGNETIC INK CHARACTER RECOGNITION. 

These systems provide encoding of cheques and document with character in magnetic 

ink. So that they can be electronically read and processed for computer application. It is 

JI1 American Bankers Association program, which was accepted because of its wide 

usage in U.S.A., U.K.; Europe and Asia. 

2. ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER. 

This involves the movement of funds from one account to another without requiring a 

corresponding place of p . .. ~ to prove how the transfer occun-ed. The services of 

electronic funds transfer was introduced in banking industry by universal trust bank of 

Nigeria (U.T.B) and it allowed customers to credit tl eir account electronically within 24 

110urS in the country. 

3. IMAGE MACHINE. 

This photographic and signature verification system that pennit the bank to 

::mtomatically stored cllstomers and photographs of account holders. 
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<1. AUTOMATED CHEQUE SORTERS. 

This is to sort out MICR cheque. Each MICR has a code number at the bottom, 

lhis code are capture by automated cheque sorters with speed capablc or dcspa iring thc 

codes. 

4.5 PROGRAMING 

The following function calculates thc paymcnt 1'01' a loan bascd on constant 

payments and constant interest rate. Using MS Excel. 

Syntax: PMT(rate, npcr, pv, tv, type) 

Rate: Is the intercst ratc of the loan. 

Nper: is the number or paymcnts of thc loan . 

Pv: ls tllc prcsent va lue, or the total amount that thc series or I'utlll'c payments is 

worth now, also known as the principal. 

Fv: Is the future val uc, or cash balance you "ant to attain arter thc last payment is 

made. If rv is omitted, it is assumcd to be 0 (zero), that is the future value is zcro. 

Type: Is the number 0 (zero) or I ancl indicates when payments arc due 

Set type equal to if payments arc due 

o or 0111 i tteel althe end of the periods 

at the bcgirning orthe period 

Note: The payment rcturn by PMT includes princip~ll alld interest but no (axes. 

Also to find thc total amount paid over the duration of thc loan, mu lt iply the 

return PMT valuc by Nper, as ill ustrates in the followin g tab le. 
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f\C NO PRINCIPAL RATE NPER PMT PMT*NPER 

356f. 12000 5% 5 (2430.08). (12150,42) 

3443 43576 3% 6 (7368.95) (44213.69) 

t .. 5667 16500 2% 4 (4168.06) (16672.23) 
I ~ 

-
4567 34557 4% 8 (4401 .01) (35208.09) 

~ 4677 18754 6% 10 (1918.65) (19186.46) 
~ 

3788 17659 2% 9 (2003.22) (18028.94) 

7865 24557 3% 8 (3127.46) (25019.68) 

9986 28475 5% 5 (5766.38) (28831.92) 

3478 36748 4% 3 (12351 .55) (37054.66) 

477a 45487 2% 3 (15288.86) (45866.58) 
---"-

4467 74762 3% 2 (37614.79) (75229.59) 

8537 42362 4% 7 (6153.00) (430·'0.97) 

4675 74837 5% 6 ('12655.36) (75932.15) 

5353 63278 4% 2 (3 '1836.88) (63673.76) 

243'1 56874 2% 5 (11517:38) (57586.90) 

34~~32 3% 6 (9526.06) (571 56.35) -

2127 78532 4% 9 (890B .. :7) (80177. 151 

5892~45 5% 8 (6781 .02) (54248.19) 

I 6538 73261 1% 7 (,10641.01) (74487.09) 

-
rocedure: 

or pricipal=12000 

~ate=5% 
' .. 

" " 

~per=5 

PMT(5%/1 2, 5, 12,000,0) returns 2,430,08 

"ou can use PMT'to determine payments to annuiti€5 other than loans. 

or example: If you want to save 50,000 in 18 years by saving a constant amount each month, 

ou can use PMT to determine how much you must save, if you assume you will be able to earn, 

~% on YOllr savings, you can use PMT to determine r,ow much to save each month. 

( 
4 
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~s illustrated in the following table e 

; 

ACNO PRINCIPAL RATE YEARS PMT 

-
3326 50000 6% 18 (129.08) 

1 5457 50000 5% 20 (108.22) 

4534 50000 4% 12 (237.93) 

7747 45000 3% 16 (140.15) 

4536 34000 7% 17 (96.25) 

3646 38322 5% 13 (162.76) 

8324 73870 4% 8 (601.41) 

2123 34543 6% 7 (331 .91) 

3123 43221 9% 11 (231.97) 

1123 32177 4% 12 (153.11) 

2344 73212 - 2% 15 (251.74) 

7743 23434 3% 16 (72.98) 

3232 . 94327 2% 18 (243.52) 

9831 62347 6% 14 (237.69) 

1234 64348 5% 11 (345.36) 

rocedure: PMT(6%/12, 18*12,0, 50000) returns 129,08 

you pay 129.08 into a 6% saving account every month for 18 years you will have 50000 

..... ,'.' , 

, 

, 
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CHAPTER FIVE: 

CONCLUSION 

S. t INTRODUCTION 

The aim or the chapter is to preseIll and analyses the data collected from the 

questionnaires distributed to the staff of th e international Trll~t Bank. 

Quest ions were designed such that their responses cOLdd provide enough 

in formation to answer the research questions and test the validity of the hypothesi s. Most 

of the questions asked were on how cOl1lputCltion can cirect the activities of the bank, for 

eX Cl lllple security, management, and customer's response c.t.c. 

The responses from the questions helped to answcr the research questions as well . 

Fin;dly, the chapter altempts to test the vCllidity of the hypothesis. The twu tailed tcst 

studcnts T-test was used to test the validity of the hypothesis at 5% level of signi ficance, 

im ply ing that if the hypothesis is accepted at thi s level of certainty, it means that the 

probabUity that the result is caused by chance is less than 5% or if the expectation IS 

repeated several timcs, the same result will be obtained 95 times out of 100. 

5.2 DATA PRESENTATION. 

Following below is a tabular presentation of datLl collected i'rom thc members of 

sta rrs of international Trust Bank regarding Services sLlch as security, management, and 

efficiency of bank operations in the presence of computer technology. 

Table I: Opinion on the implication of computerization in the banking system . 
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OPINION FREQUENCY PERCENTAGE 

-
!'OSITIVE IMPACT 6 6/8x 100=75% 

- - . 

NEGATIVE IMPACT 2 2/8x I 00=25% 

L:8 

Table 2: Opinion on, can computcr help to improve management in the banking system. 

o pll110n frequency Percentage 

es 8 8/8x J 00= 1 00 

0 0 0/8x I 00=0 

L: 8 

Table 3: Opinion on: for security is it possible to have customcrs and staffs information 

of the bank be stored in a computer. 

Opinion Frequency Percentage 

Yes 5 5/8x I 00=62.5% 

I-
No 3 3/8x I 00=37.5% 

t-
IS .. _______ 1 

-

Tab le 4: Opinion 011 how docs emcrgcnce of compu ter in your bank effects cf"liciency in 

terms of routine acti vi ties? 
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-
Opinion Fn;qllcl1~y Percentage 

Effic iency h::ls im proved 6 6/8x I 00=75% 

Sign 6pimprovement In 2 2/'clx I 00=2YYo 

efficiency 

~8 

Table 5: Opinion on: Does the aCC Ur::lcy of work in area of banking act ivities and 

cllstomer satisfaction been affected as a result of introd llction of computcr in the banking 

~ ) stem? 

Opinion I Percentage 
--

Frequency 

--

Yes 8 8/8x 100= J 00 

No 0 0/8xI00=0 

, 

2.: 8 

T;lble 6: Opinion on is there any profit growth rate compared to the tlmc bdore the 

in troduction of computer? 

Op 1I1 10n Frequency Percentage 

-
Yc :) 8 8/S:\ I 00= I 00 

0 0/8ex I 00=0 

I8 

Tahk 7:0pinion on the frequency orcrro r made ill Jay to d ~ly ac ti vities, docs the used or 

computer reduces it or not? 
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Opinion Frequency Frequency 

- -_. ---
\' cs 8 8/8 X I 00 = I 00 

r - - ._--
1 '0 0 0/8 X 100=0 

r-
I8 

'---. 

'I ab le 8: Opinion on: has the lise of computer attended more customers? 

Opinion Frequency Percentage 

Yes 8 8/8x I 00= I 00 

No 0 0/8x I 00=0 

._---- - _______ 0 ____ ,._--

L:8 

'i ' _. ,-, DATA ANALYSIS 

Data analys is is aimed at generating such in fo rmat ion about objects and their 

altr ibulcs so that they can be used as a basis far rational decision making. The hypothesis 

wi" be tested stat istically using T-test. 

HYPOTHESIS TESTING 

I. Calcu late the T-value. 

') Calculate the ucgrcc of l.' rccdo l11 . 

3. Determine the confidences or signilicancc level fo r the test. 

4. Look up the T-distribution table. 

A, The null-hypothesis is rejected jfT-calculated >T-table 

R The null hypothesis is accepted if T-calcu lated < T-lablc. 

Test of Null hypothes is Computer technology has made a negative impact on the 

operations of the banking indus tri es. 
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From table I 

-
I Fx (x..x):{ F(x-x) ? Opinioll Frequency Rate (x) (x-X) 

Positi ve 6 2 12 0.25 0.0625 0.375 

-
Negative 2 I 2 .,iJ.75 0.5626' 1.1 25 

-
I 8 I 3 II4 I-o.05 I 0.6225 I 1·5 

I f=8 Ltx=14 

- "'Ii 14 x = f.::.._._ = - - = 1.750 
If 8 

This is a two-tailed test at 5% level of significance of n-I ) i.c. 7degree of freedom. 
, 

The critical region is T+2.366 (iI-table) and T-2.385. 

(J = If(x- ~) = ~ = 0.2 143 
. N- l 7 

C::deulate for T-value: 

This value is grcater than 2.3$5: hencc, we reject the null hypothesis and accept 

tlie alternative hypothesis which states thJt, computer technology has made a positive on 

til ,,' operation of bank. 
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5... SUMMARY 

The mai n aim of undertaking this research was to find out the role of computers in 

ban king system or the impact of autom:ltion in bankillg sector. The who le work was 

di\ ided in to five chapters. It is li ke ly some peop le wants know \vhether computers have 

im pact in banking system. 

Also to des ign a program uSIng l'vlS-Exccl which could assist to determine 

payment of loan, based on constant payment and constant interest rate. 

The first chapter (i.e chapter one) which is the introduction, highlighted the 

general description of the subject area, problems. analys is research question, objective of 

tl1l' research work, signifiC:lIlcc of the rese~lrch project. 

In the second chapter, vvhich is literature review of the banking operation, we 

have seen various banking services and money (funds) transrers. Also a rcview on history 

ofban~ing in Nigeri a with special emphasis on the area of studies. 

The third chapter I talk about banking operation, i.c deposit, forei gn services, 

money transfer e. t.c. 

[n chapter four wh ich is the methodology. We have talk about the impact of 

computer and the app lication of computer in banking services. Also the output from l11y 

program is presented here. 

Finally chapter five is summary and conclusion. In this chapter the data col lected 

fro m the questionnaire submitted to the stClrrs or [TB Sakoto is ana lysed and presented in 

tabu lar form . 
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5.5 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION. 

All that one can hope [or, therefore is some greater understanding o[ the isslle. It 

is clear that computers are pO'vverful tool s whose effect is guide profound. I3ut like all 

too ls, they are not autonomous. Their deve lopment allcl consequences are shaped by 

social structure in wh ich they operate. 

From the data be ing collected through the responJ to my questionnaires by the 

st ~dTs of the International Trust Bank p.l.c, It was shown or appeared that computers in 

the banking system have brought a positi ve impact in thl: banking services. Computers 

. abo have help in improving management ill the banking system. Rl:sponcl by the 

Illlernational Trust Bank staffs' shows that, for security purpose it is poss ible to have the 

customers and staffs information of the bank be store in the computer 

'. Another respond to my questionnaire shows that stalls of International Trust Bank 

used to encounter some problems of using computer in the ir banking. The prob lem 

described by the staffs includes the problem of hardware and software, responding to 

question number six of my questionnai re by the staffs or international Trust Bank p.l.c, it 

appears that, computer has improved the accuracy of work in area of banking activities • 

and customers satisractions. In ternational Trust I3ank p.l.e. Sokoto shows that the pront 

growth rate of their banking activi ties before the introduction of computer can not be 

compared with the profit growth rate after the introduction of computer. Another respond 

shows that, by the introduction or computer in thl: banking industry has reduce frequency 

or errors made in day to day activities of till! banking system. 
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Some observat ions there lorL:, arc: is there any i mpl ical ion 0 r computerizat ion in 

the bank? Can dcvcloping countries likc Nigeria hanclle thc economic burclens of 

computerization in the banking systcm? Ancl so many question. These qucstions are 

an '..; wered by this research project. The research has made it catcg.orically clear that the 

sign i ficance of computcr in banking system is to bring greater efficiency, effcctivcness 

and greater utilization of banking system which are designed to provide services for the 

e::;l ~lb li shment. 

The research brought more knowledge on how banking scrvices arc found to be 

very useful in processing of customers and staffs information, and in the funds transfer, 

C(11l1putcr bring the most secmcd, simplest and the cfTectivc and enicicnt way of funds 

transfer within short or long distance. Computer brought the accuracy of work in area of 

bank ing activities and customers sat isfaction. Also today vvith computers in our banks 

bring about the emergency of bank efficiency in terms of routine activities. But then as 

thc application of computer systcm in thc activities of bank increase more trcmendously, 

\\ c must not therefore, refuse to mention somc of notable contributors who have air put 

th ei r view about the new revolution in banki ng industry. 

All categories of drive by survival instincts in cOlll inuous struggle to stay a float 

in the highly competitive sector have come out with one innovation or other in terms of 

products of mode of services to customers. Computcr in banking has takcn the firs t place 

in term of mode of serv ice with its characteristic enhance speed, convenience and 

crticiency to both cLlstomer and bank officials. l3y E. 1\. O. Shonil(an. 
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ATM Customers now enjoy the 24 hours of service in which case weekend bank 

be unnecessary as soon as ATM (autol11:ltcd tellcr machine is able to accept deposit and 

give account balance). By Ade OJo T. 

"You can observe the improvement here said by our customer", in this system 

your account is updated within the shortest possible time which is not comparable with 

SO's, this is the work of computers, Adirerse (1997). 

Therefore, with the advent at computer in banking system, it do away with the 

traditional banking services hall ill the process of either depositing cash or cashing their 

cheque or other financial transaction. Computers have improved accuracy elTiciency and 

crfectiveness in banking opemtiol1s. 

Conclusively, the topic basically emphasized on the current development being 

J [Jchi~ved by using compuler in our banking sector, by considering the last 20 years 

where computer were not use in the banking industry, during that time there is a lot of 

problem like ineffectiveness, problem of transportation, but now everything has been 

taken care up due to the development of computer. 

Lastly, the researcher recommended that computer should be lI sed in ollr banking 

system, not only the bank but also to all ollr day to clay activities becausc of it's 

efficiency, accuracy and effectiveness in ollr work. 
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